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BirefringentBirefringent CrystalCrystal
In 1969, ErasmusIn 1969, Erasmus BartholiusBartholius described the double described the double 
refraction observed in refraction observed in calcitecalcite..
When a beam of ordinaryWhen a beam of ordinary unpolarizedunpolarized light is incident on alight is incident on a
birefringentbirefringent crystal, there will be, in addition to the crystal, there will be, in addition to the 
reflected beam, two refracted beams in place of the usual reflected beam, two refracted beams in place of the usual 
single one observed. single one observed. 
Other examples ofOther examples of birefringentbirefringent crystals: quartz, crystals: quartz, rubyruby,, iceiceice,,
sapphiresapphire, , sulfursulfur…………



Double/Triple RefractionDouble/Triple Refraction
In anIn an anisotropicanisotropic medium:medium:

The dielectricThe dielectric permittivitypermittivity tensor    can tensor    can 
bebe diagonalizeddiagonalized so that:so that:

The corresponding refractive indices:The corresponding refractive indices:

Isotropic crystal (glass):Isotropic crystal (glass):
UniaxialUniaxial crystal (calcite):crystal (calcite):
Biaxial crystal: (Biaxial crystal: (sapphiresapphire))
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Ordinary Ray and Extraordinary RayOrdinary Ray and Extraordinary Ray

InIn uniaxialuniaxial crystal, crystal, 
nn11=n=n22=n=noo (ordinary refraction (ordinary refraction 
index); nindex); n33==nnee (extraordinary (extraordinary 
refraction index)refraction index)
IfIf nnee<n<noo:  negative crystal (:  negative crystal (egeg. . 
Calcite)Calcite)
If nIf noo<<nnee:  positive crystal (:  positive crystal (egeg. . 
Quartz)Quartz)
Define the two refracted rays as Define the two refracted rays as 
ordinary ray and extraordinary ray.ordinary ray and extraordinary ray.
There exists an There exists an ““optical axisoptical axis”” in in 
the crystal. If the incoming ray is the crystal. If the incoming ray is 
parallel to that axis, o ray and e parallel to that axis, o ray and e 
ray wonray won’’t be separated.t be separated.



HuygensHuygens’’ wavelets of o & e rayswavelets of o & e rays
O wavelets spread at a same O wavelets spread at a same 
speed in all different speed in all different 
directions, forming a spherical directions, forming a spherical 
wave front.wave front.
E wavelets, however, spread E wavelets, however, spread 
at different speeds in different at different speeds in different 
directions, and form an directions, and form an 
ellipsoidal wave front.ellipsoidal wave front.
The two wave fronts     &     The two wave fronts     &     
are tangential at the direction are tangential at the direction 
of the optical axis. (same of the optical axis. (same 
speed along optical axis)speed along optical axis)
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Polarization of o&e raysPolarization of o&e rays
Which part of the incoming light is o ray, which part is e ray?Which part of the incoming light is o ray, which part is e ray?

We can tell them from their directions of polarization.We can tell them from their directions of polarization.

OAe nE //OAo nE ⊥



Example 1Example 1

Incoming light normal to the surface.Incoming light normal to the surface.
Optical axis normal to the surface.Optical axis normal to the surface.
No double refraction.No double refraction.



Example 2Example 2
Incoming light normal to the surfaceIncoming light normal to the surface
Optical Axis parallel to the surfaceOptical Axis parallel to the surface
No explicit double refraction can be seen, but the e ray and No explicit double refraction can be seen, but the e ray and 
the o ray will travel at different speed after passing the the o ray will travel at different speed after passing the 
crystal.crystal.



Example 3Example 3

Light incoming with an angle to the surfaceLight incoming with an angle to the surface
Optical axis normal to the incident planeOptical axis normal to the incident plane
Double refraction happen, but still in the incident planeDouble refraction happen, but still in the incident plane



Conclusion of Part 1Conclusion of Part 1

In the most general cases, eIn the most general cases, e--ray can be ray can be 
out of the incident plate.out of the incident plate.
Different travel speed of oDifferent travel speed of o--ray and eray and e--ray ray 
will cause their phases to be different after will cause their phases to be different after 
passing through thepassing through the birefringentbirefringent crystalcrystal
This property can be used in one part of This property can be used in one part of 
the laser system: the laser system: BirefringentBirefringent FilterFilter..



Part IIPart II BirefringentBirefringent FilterFilter
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LyotLyot FilterFilter
ApplicationApplication



Two classical designsTwo classical designs

LyotLyot filters: filters: 
1933, Bernard1933, Bernard LyotLyot, French astronomer, French astronomer

1938, Y.1938, Y. OhmanOhman, constructed first, constructed first LyotLyot
filter for solar observationsfilter for solar observations

SolcSolc filters:filters:
1955, Ivan1955, Ivan SolcSolc, Czech inventor of, Czech inventor of
birefringentbirefringent polarizing filterspolarizing filters



Two Classical DesignsTwo Classical Designs

LyotLyot filters:filters:

SolcSolc filters:filters:



Phase Shift:Phase Shift:

The intensity of the The intensity of the 
transmitted beam:transmitted beam:
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Thickness dThickness d11=d=d
Phase ShiftPhase Shift
Transmission  Transmission  

Thickness dThickness d22=2d=2d
Phase ShiftPhase Shift
TransmissionTransmission

Transmission of the Transmission of the 
two plates:two plates:
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A simple filter of six quartz plates, measureA simple filter of six quartz plates, measure
HHααline of hydrogen in the Solar Coronaline of hydrogen in the Solar Corona
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Other ApplicationsOther Applications

BirefringentBirefringent tuning in dye laserstuning in dye lasers
Generating Full color in a liquid Generating Full color in a liquid 
Crystal Display Crystal Display 



SummarySummary

UseUse birefringentbirefringent media betweenmedia between
polarizerspolarizers
Narrow transmission to a desired Narrow transmission to a desired 
bandwidthbandwidth
ApplicationsApplications
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